
Widening the Representation Bottleneck:A Functional Implementation of Relational ProgrammingDave Cattrall & Colin RuncimanUniversity of York, York, YO1 5DD, Englandfdmc,coling@minster.york.ac.ukAbstractRelational programming is a generalisation of functional pro-gramming that includes aspects of logic programming. Wedescribe a relational language, Drusilla, that retains thelazy, polymorphic and higher-order aspects of functional lan-guages and the exible handling of non-determinism andsearch based computation of logic languages. As a result ito�ers certain economy of expression not found in functionalor logic programming. However a complex implementation,using a combination of polymorphic type inference and auto-matic program transformation to select appropriate repres-entations, is needed to support this language.1 IntroductionAt FPCA 1981 [14] and in subsequent papers, [15, 16, 17],MacLennan introduced relational programming | a pro-gramming paradigm with a number of novel features:� entire relations are manipulated as data;� program de�nitions are represented as relations;� a set of relational operators (themselves relations), areavailable for manipulating both data and program.Relational programming should, in principle, be a general-isation of functional programming because mathematicallythe concept of a relation is more general than that of a func-tion.MacLennan implemented his relational language RPL [2]through an explicit compromise of the relational abstraction| a �xed relation representation scheme split relational pro-gramming into two worlds: a world of intensional relationsand a world of extensional relations. Intensional relationscorresponded to computable functions and extensional re-lations were data structures. This scheme directly inhibitsfreedom of expression because it splits the relational oper-ators into two classes: one applicable solely to intensionalrelations and one applicable solely to extensional relations.MacLennan's `four relational programs' [17] provide evid-ence of this. For each operation over relations it is oftennecessary to give more than one de�nition | one for each

representation. For example, consider MacLennan's wordfrequency program shown in Figure 1. Two domain restric-tion operators must be de�ned | one for restricting an in-tensional relation (restrict), and one for restricting an ex-tensional relation (->). Even then, both operators requirethe restricting relation to be extensionally represented.s = {(1,"to"),(2,"be"),(3,"or"),(4,"not"),(5,"to"),(6,"be")}freq r = unimg (inv r) | sizeunimg r = (dom r) restrict (r elimg)elimg t x = rng [un x -> t]Figure 1: Word frequency program in RPLA program in RPL is a collection of function de�ni-tions. Since functions are deterministic non-determinism isnot naturally handled. Only intensional operators are ap-plicable to program code. Most operators are extensional,and only applicable to data. As a result of this inten-sional/extensional divide the expressive power of RPL isgreatly compromised. RPL is really a functional languagewith a few FP-style combining forms for functions and a col-lection of operators for manipulating relational data struc-tures.The aim of our Drusilla system is to select relation repres-entations automatically, to provide an implementation of re-lational programming that is more faithful to MacLennan'soriginal conception. It uses a generalisation of Milner's [18]type inference algorithm combined with automatic programtransformation to achieve this.Section 2 describes the design of the relational languageDrusilla. Section 3 describes the techniques used in its im-plementation. Section 4 evaluates the resulting system. Sec-tion 5 reviews related work on relational languages and auto-matic representation selection. Section 6 draws some con-clusions.2 Design of the Relational Language Drusilla2.1 Ideas Underlying The DesignThe Drusilla language is declarative, applicative, and purelyrelational | there are no side e�ects or imperative featuresof any kind. A program is a collection of relation de�nitionsand a query to be evaluated. The order in which de�nitionsare given has no signi�cance.



We adopt the slogan: all the world is a binary relation.The built-in operators are applicable to relations, irrespect-ive of how they are de�ned. There is no functional applic-ation of user-de�ned relations because it cannot generallybe determined whether a relation is functional. However allthe built-in operators known to be functional may be usedeither as relational values or as functional operators.The built-in relational operators of Drusilla are de�nedin Tables 1, 2 and 3.Cardinality of a relation[card] :: (A $ B) $ numcard r = primitive to calculusDomain of a relation[dom] :: (A $ B) $ (A $ un)x (dom r) Unit , 9 y . x r yRange of a relation[rng] :: (A $ B) $ (B $ un)y (rng r) Unit , 9 x . x r yInverse of a relation[inv] :: (A $ B) $ (B $ A)x (inv r) y , y r xSet form of relation[set] :: (A $ B) $ ((A � B) $ un)(x,y) (set r) Unit , x r yComplement of a relation[neg] :: (A $ B) $ (A $ B)x (neg r) y , : x r yRelation containership[cont] :: (A $ B) $ (A � B)r [cont] (x,y) , x r yTable 1: Primitive unary operatorsRelation intersection[/\] :: (A $ B � A $ B) $ (A $ B)x (r /\ s) y , x r y ^ x s yRelation union[\/] :: (A $ B � A $ B) $ (A � B)x (r \/ s) y , x r y _ x s yRelation composition[;] :: (A $ B � B $ C) $ (A $ C)x (r;s) y , 9 z . x r z ^ z s yParallel composition[||] :: (A $ B � C $ D) $((A � C) $ (B � D))(a,c) (r ||s) (b,d) , a r b ^ c s dDual composition[#] :: (A $ B � A $ C) $ (A $ (B � C))x (r # s) (y,z) , x r y ^ x s zDomain restriction[<<] :: (A $ un � A $ B) $ (A $ B)x (s << r) y , x s Unit ^ x r yRange restriction[>>] :: (A $ B � B $ un) $ (A $ B)x (r >> s) y , x r y ^ y s UnitTable 2: Primitive binary operators

Domain anti-restriction[<-] :: (A $ un � A $ B) $ (A $ B)s <- r � neg s << rRange anti-restriction[->] :: (A $ B � B $ un) $ (A $ B)r -> s � r >> neg sRelation di�erence[\] :: (A $ B � A $ B) $ (A $ B)r \ s � r /\ neg sRelation overide[@] :: (A $ B � A $ B) $ (A $ B)r @ s � dom s <- r \/ sImage of a set under a relation[img] :: (A $ B � A $ un) $ (B $ un)r img s � rng (s << r)Table 3: Non-primitive Operators2.2 Expressions and TypesA basic value is a (real) number, character string or Unit.The corresponding types are num string and un.A tuple is a sequence of elements of mixed type separ-ated by commas and enclosed in parentheses, e.g.("Jones",Unit,39).If t1 : : : tn are types then (t1 � : : : � tn) is the typeof tuples with objects of these types as components. Forexample, the above tuple has type (string � un � num).Such product types allow binary relations to model n-aryrelations. An n-ary relation is a set of n-tuples. If each n-tuple is split into two tuples, the �rst regarded as a domainvalue and the second as a range value, then that relationbecomes a set of pairs of tuples and hence binary.An expression that evaluates to a relation is termed arelation designation.An elementary relation designation is a programde�nition, a formal parameter, an operator as a �rst-classrelational value denoted syntactically by use of square brack-ets (e.g. [inv], [;]), or a relation extension of the form:f(d1; r1); : : : ; (dn; rn)gEach pair (di; ri) is of the same type and denotes a mappingfrom domain value di to range value ri.Sets are not manipulated as structures distinct from re-lations. Any set with elements of type t is identi�ed witha binary relation of type t$ un. For example, the set ofnumbers f1,2,3g is represented by the relation:f(1,Unit),(2,Unit),(3,Unit)g.Relations de�ned in this way may be used as data structuresor as program code relating inputs to outputs.Compound relation designations are formed fromsimpler ones by application of operators to operands, e.g.inv r (the inverse of relation r), r ; s (the composition ofrelations r and s).If t1 and t2 are types, then t1 $ t2 is the type of arelation with domain type t1 and range type t2. Higher-order relations are permitted. A relation that is a value inthe domain of another relation is termed a value-relation.Polymorphism is introduced via type variables (uppercase letters), which are understood to be universally quan-ti�ed.



Relational SectionsA relation may be specialised by partial instantiation of itsdomain and/or range. For example, the expression [- 1]used in the de�nition of ackA in Figure 2 denotes the prede-cessor relation, which holds between any number and thatnumber minus one. This is syntactic sugar for the moreexplicit specialisation syntax (_,1)[-].We use the notation v :: t to denote that value v is oftype t. If R :: (t1 � : : :� tn) $ uthen for any S � f1; : : : ; ng given 8 i 2 S; vi :: ti, thenan expression of the form(c1; : : : ; cn)R where ci = vi; if i 2 Sci = ; otherwiseis a relation of type Y1 � i � n; i 62 S ti $ uA similiar convention applies when the range type is aproduct and is to be specialised.ack = ackA @ ackB @ ackC.(_,y) ackC {(0,y+1)}.(x,_) ackB {(0,1)} ; (x-1,_)ack.(x,_) ackA [-1] ; (x,_)ack ; (x-1,_)ack.Figure 2: Ackermann's function as a relation2.3 De�nitionsA program is a collection of de�nitions of which there arethree forms.Value de�nitions bind an identi�er to an expressionthat can denote any type of Drusilla value including of coursea relation. Example value de�nitions are fact and and fibin Figure 3.-- recursive definition of factorialfact = id # ([- 1] ; fact) ; [*] @ {(0,1)}.-- recursive definition of fibonaccifib = [- 1] ; fib # ([- 2] ; fib) ; [+]@ {(0,0),(1,1)}.Figure 3: Recursively de�ned mathematical functionsFully parameterised de�nitions have the form:domainTuple relationName de�ningExpressionIdenti�er relationName is bound to a relation between val-ues in a domain, denoted by a tuple of formal parameters,domainTuple, and an expression, de�ningExpression, whichde�nes the range value that is related to a given domainvalue. Such de�nitions are really functions but are treated

as any other relation by Drusilla. The get de�nitions shownin Figure 4 illustrate how this form of de�nition can extracttuple elements. This program shows how such de�nitionscan be used to perform database style projection operations.-- workers relationworkers = {((1,"Simon","Oxford","13k"),Unit),((2,"Dave","York","13k"),Unit),((3,"Paul","Cambridge","17.5k"),Unit),((4,"Tim","Reading","18k"),Unit)}.-- tuple extraction relations(code,name,place,pay) getCode code.(code,name,place,pay) getName name.(code,name,place,pay) getPlace place.(code,name,place,pay) getPay pay.(code,name,place,pay) getNamePay (name,pay).(code,name,place,pay) getCodePlace (code,place).-- projection relations over workersprojectCode = getCode img workers.projectName = getName img workers.projectPlace = getPlace img workers.projectPay = getPay img workers.projectNamePay = getNamePay img workers.projectCodePlace = getCodePlace img workers.Figure 4: Example relation projectionsPartially parameterised de�nitions have the formdomainTuple relationName de�ningExpressionIdenti�er relationName is again bound to a relation. Valuesin the domain of relationName are syntactically describedby a tuple, domainTuple. This tuple contains formal andanonymous parameters. Some components of this tuple arenamed by the formal parameters, the rest are left anonymous(denoted by underscores).Examples of partially parameterised de�nitions are ackA,ackB and ackC in Figure 2.3 The Implementation of Drusilla3.1 The Representation BottleneckMacLennan's �xed representation scheme splits relationalprogramming into two worlds: a world of intensional re-lations and a world of extensional relations. This repres-entation bottleneck keeps the programmer thinking in termsof computable functions and data structures, compromisingrelational abstraction.MacLennan [16] refers to his operator division as the`elimination of (ad-hoc) polymorphism' | operators are onlyde�ned for one representation even if they are implement-able and useful for others. If the representation bottle-neck is to be removed then each relational operator mustbe de�ned for all possible representations of its arguments.A single symbol should be used for each operator. The sys-tem must automatically select representations and resolveoperator overloading to preserve relational abstraction.



3.2 Relation RepresentationsDrusilla is implemented in Miranda1 and uses a variety ofrelation representation techniques.Extensional RepresentationAn extensional representation stores the relation elementsin a data structure. This method can only be used if theprogrammer de�nes the relation in extension or gives someformula for generating the relation elements. Such a for-mula can generate an in�nite extensional relation becauseMiranda is lazy. The extensional representation used is alist of pairs of related domain and range values. For ex-ample the set of weekend days is represented by the list:[("Sat",Unit),("Sun",Unit)]We term such lists association lists, denoted by the symbolAL.Intensional RepresentationSet-valued functions can be used to represent both func-tional and non-functional computable relations. If a relationR relates domain value x to range values y1; : : : yn thenthe set-valued function, f, used to represent R maps x to theset fy1; : : : ; yng. For example, the union of two relationsS and T represented respectively by the functions f and g:x (S [ T) y , y 2 f x _ y 2 g xWe denote set-valued functions by the symbol SF.Characteristic functions are boolean-valued functionsthat can be used to represent both functional and non-functional computable relations. If a relation R relates do-main value x to a range value y then the characteristic func-tion, f, used to represent R maps the pair (x,y) to True. Ifx and y are not related under R, then f maps the pair (x,y)to False. For example, the union of two relations S and Trepresented respectively by the functions f and g:x (S [ T) y , f (x,y) _ g (x,y)We denote characteristic functions by the symbol CF.3.3 A Type System for Representation InferenceThe typed representation inference system of Drusilla widensthe representation bottleneck. It is a generalisation of Mil-ner's type system [18] that infers ad-hoc as well as paramet-ric polymorphism. Type systems normally infer a type forevery expression and every subexpression within a program.Typed representation inference yields not only a type butalso suitable representations for each expression and subex-pression. The analysis not only ensures a program is typecorrect but also automatically selects representations.The typed representations of basic values are �xed: num,string and un.If t1 : : : tn are typed representations then (t1 � : : :� tn)is the typed representation of tuples with objects of thesetyped representations as components.If t1 and t2 are typed representations, and rep 2 fAL,SF, CFg then rep[t1 $ t2] is the typed representation ofany relation with representation rep and domain values with1Miranda is a trademark of Research Software

typed representation t1 and range values with typed repres-entation t2.Polymorphism is denoted by typed representation vari-ables of which there are two forms: ordinary and equality.An ordinary variable can unify with the typed representa-tion of any value. An equality variable can only unify withthe typed representation of those values for which equalityis de�ned. Equality variables are distinguished from normalvariables by an `=' superscript.Each Drusilla primitive operator is associated with a setof typed representation inference rules. Each rule withinthis set captures some argument-result representation con-straint which dictates what the result representation will bewhen that operator is applied to an argument of a certainrepresentation. However this representation may be auto-matically coerced later if necessary. An association list mayoften be coerced to a set-valued function or to a character-istic function and a set-valued function function may oftenbe coerced to a characteristic function.ExampleConsider the relation composition operator, [;]. Its typeinference rule x :: P $ Q y :: Q $ Rx ; y :: P $ Ris combined with the representation constraints shown inFigure 5, to form the set of typed representation inferencerules presented in Figure 6. sr ; s AL SF CFAL AL AL CFr SF SF SF CFCF CF ? ?Figure 5: representation constraints for relation compositionEach typed representation rule reects the natural com-putational constraints of type and representation for com-position. 2The AlgorithmThe typed representation inference algorithm proceeds as astandard polymorphic typechecker [5]. It begins with theleaves of the expression tree and proceeds bottom up mov-ing toward the root. The abstract syntax of Drusilla expres-sions is de�ned so that each compound designation consistsof an operator applied to one subexpression. Whenever anoperator node is reached each of its typed representation in-ference rules is, in turn, applied to the subexpression. Eachapplication of an inference rule involves uni�cation whichgenerates a substitution for type variables. This yields a setof alternative possible substitutions and hence a set of al-ternative possible typed representations for the expression,rather than one principal type.Typed representation analysis selects representations bybuilding a new version of the expression tree for each sub-stitution generated. Each substitution assigns a type and arepresentation to type variables in its associated expressionand hence to the relations those variables are attached to.



r :: AL[A $ B=] s :: AL[B= $ C]r ; s :: AL[A $ C]r :: AL[A= $ B] s :: CF[B $ C]r ; s :: CF[A= $ C]r :: SF[A $ B] s :: SF[B $ C]r ; s :: SF[A $ C]r :: AL[A $ B] s :: SF[B $ C]r ; s :: AL[A $ C]r :: SF[A $ B=] s :: AL[B= $ C]r ; s :: SF[A $ C]r :: SF[A $ B] s :: CF[B $ C]r ; s :: CF[A $ C]r :: CF[A $ B] s :: AL[B $ C=]r ; s :: CF[A $ C=]r :: CF[A $ B] s :: SF[B $ C]r ; s :: ?TRr :: CF[A $ B] s :: CF[B $ C]r ; s :: ?TRFigure 6: Typed representation inference rules for relationcompositionWhen the inference algorithm reaches the root node ofthe expression tree a set of syntactically equivalent resolvedexpression trees has been generated. Each tree has its ownunique typed representation and associated substitution fortype variables. Every relation and subexpression withineach tree has a typed representation.ExampleFigure 7 shows a Drusilla translation of MacLennan's wordfrequency program shown in Figure 1. The typed represent-ations inferred for this program are shown in Figure 8.s = {(1,"to"),(2,"be"),(3,"or"),(4,"not"),(5,"to"),(6, "be")}.freq = [inv] ; unimg ; [; [card]].(r) unimg dom r << (_,r)elimg.(e,r) elimg rng ({(e,Unit)} << r).Figure 7: Word frequency program in DrusillaThe word table relation s is naturally represented as anassociation list. The algorithm �rst inverts (s) to create anew relation between words and their positions (also repres-ented as an association list). The unit image (unimg) of thisrelation generates a relation between each word and the setof positions in which that word occurs. The value-relation inunimgmust map domain elements to range elements. There-fore it can be represented by either an association list or aset-valued function but not by a characteristic function. Re-

s :: AL[num $ string]elimg :: SF[(O=� AL[O= $ P]) $ AL[P $ un]]SF[(G � SF[G $ J]) $ AL[J $ un]]unimg :: SF[AL[U= $ V] $ AL[U= $ AL[V $ un]]]SF[SF[X $ T] $ SF[X $ AL[T $ un]]]freq :: SF[AL[I $ C=] $ AL[C= $ num]]Figure 8: Typed representations for word frequency programlation freq derives the frequencies by taking the cardinalityof each occurrence set. The value-relation for freq must berepresented by an association list so that it can be invertedand its unit image taken. If instead the value-relation wasrepresented by a set-valued or characteristic function thenits inverse would be represented by a characteristic functionand therefore could not be used by unimg.The unit image of a relation is calculated by restrictingits element image (elimg) to its domain (dom). The imageof an element under a relation is the set of range elements towhich it relates. The value-relation for elimgmust generaterange elements from a given domain element and is thereforerepresented by an association list or set-valued function.The typed representation system has inferred the appro-priate representation constraints and the appropriate oper-ator de�nitions. As a result, whereas in RPL two domainrestriction operators are needed, one for extensional rela-tions (->), the other for intensional relations (restrict), inDrusilla only one (<<) is required. 23.4 Algebraic Manipulation of Drusilla ExpressionsAlthough typed representation inference selects representa-tions for expressions, some expressions may be unrepresent-able and hence unusable.As MacLennan [16] notes, a relational language is amen-able to symbolic manipulation. Laws of equivalence betweenrelational expressions are well documented and laws speci�cto the operators used in Drusilla can easily be formulated.Algebraic manipulation may be used to transform prob-lematic expressions to forms that can be represented. Thispreserves the mathematical meaning of a relational programbut changes its operational behaviour.Rewrite rules are extracted from laws, which are equa-tions of the form: expL = expRHere expL and expR are two relational expressions whoseequivalence has been asserted by the implementor. Expres-sions in laws typically consist of a number of free variablesglued together by the relational operators. An example lawis: (r >> s) ; t = r ; (s << t)Given an expression that has the unde�ned typed repres-entation, ?TR, how can we tell whether a particular rewriterule will improve the representation of that expression? Weapply typed representation inference to laws to generate thisinformation. For this purpose we �rst create a relation de�n-ition from each law, expL = expR:pars lawExample (expL,expR)



The de�ning expression is the tuple (expL,expR) and thetuple of formal parameters (pars) contains L [ R where Land R are the sets of free variables occurring in expressionsexpL and expR respectively. Analysis of such a de�nitionyields a set of de�nitions each of which has its own typedrepresentation, including typed representations for the lawexpressions expL and expR and all their subexpressions.We want rewrite rules with the typed representation un-de�ned on the left hand side but de�ned on the right handside.ExampleAnalysis of the lawinv s ; inv r = inv (r ; s)reveals that the rewrite ruleinv s ; inv r ! inv (r ; s)generates a de�ned typed representation for the followingcases: s r inv s;inv r inv (r;s)SF[W $ X] SF[V $ W] ?TR CF[X $ V]CF[T $ U] SF[S $ T] ?TR CF[U $ S]However the reverse ruleinv (r ; s) ! inv s ; inv rnever improves representation. 2Rewriting ExpressionsAn expression C is an instance of the expression A on theleft hand side of a rewrite rule, A ! B, if there exists asubstitution � for the free variables in A such that:�A = CSuppose C has the unde�ned typed representation ?TR. Ifthe typed representation of C and all its subexpressions matchthe corresponding subexpressions in �A then there exists asubstitution � for the typed representation variables in �Asuch that � (�A)TR = CTRand expression C can be rewritten as �(�B). This rewritesthe unrepresentable expression C to a mathematically equi-valent expression that has a de�ned typed representation.Moreover, there is no need to re-apply typed representationinference to the new expression.The manipulation strategy used in the Drusilla systemis based on meta-level inference [3]. We use a number ofmethods for rewriting expressions. Each method combinesrewrite rules to transform some class of expression. Someconventional rewriting strategies consider a space limitedonly by the di�erent ways in which an expression can berewritten. Such search spaces su�er combinatorial increasein size when new rewrite rules are introduced. By contrastthe search space of meta-level inference is limited by theways in which rules can be usefully combined. Therefore asthe number of rules increases there is less growth in searchspace size.In turns out that only a few rules improve representation.Also, in practice, few expressions are without representationsince comparatively few operators are unde�ned for compar-atively few argument representations. Moreover, all of theprograms in this paper are executable in the Drusilla systemwithout any manipulation.

3.5 Architecture of the SystemA program is initially parsed into abstract syntax usingFairbairns's `let form follow function' [8] style of parser con-struction.The maximally strong components of the program ref-erence graph are then isolated. A reduced reference graphis obtained by replacing each node in the original referencegraph with the component to which it belongs. The reducedgraph is used in subsequent analyses.Types are �rst inferred using Milner's [18] algorithm.Any program that does not typecheck is rejected.Typed representation inference is applied to the max-imal strong components in the reverse of their depth-�rstordering. Algebraic manipulation is applied to any de�n-ing expression that has the unde�ned typed representation,?TR. If this manipulation is successful then a de�ned typedrepresentation is created for the expression; otherwise ana-lysis ceases and the program is rejected as unusable.If the program is successfully analysed then it can beinterpreted | expressions are interactively evaluated in aread, evaluate, print loop. Alternatively, a Drusilla programcan be compiled into a Miranda program. The ability tocompile demonstrates that typed representation `unravels'all relation representations at progam analysis time.Drusilla programs run considerably faster when compiledthan when interpreted. For example, the Drusilla solutionto the eight queens problem, shown in Figure 12, when in-terpreted directly takes several hours to produce all 92 solu-tions, but when compiled produces all solutions in a fewminutes | about twice as long as the time taken by a con-ventional Miranda solution.4 Evaluation of the Drusilla SystemWe have described new implementation techniques for rela-tional programming, designed to widen the representationbottleneck and have explained how they are used in theDrusilla system. Their use complicates the implementationbut can be justi�ed if expressive power is signi�cantly in-creased as a result.4.1 A Comparison of RPL and DrusillaCompare the RPL word frequency program in Figure 1 withthe Drusilla translation shown in Figure 7. In RPL two do-main restriction operators are needed | one for restrictingextensional relations (->), the other for restricting inten-sional relations (restrict) and the programmer must de-cide which operator is appropriate. However, in Drusillaonly one domain restriction operator (<<) is required. Thisis a direct result of the typed representation analysis shownin Figure 8. It can be seen from the analysis that each ofthe Drusilla de�nitions elimg and unimg corresponds to twoseparate de�nitions in RPL | one for each representationcombination.By hiding relation representations from the programmer,The system better preserves relational abstraction. The useof set-valued functions rather than point-to-point functionsmeans that non-determinism can be better handled.4.2 Functional Aspects of DrusillaFunctional language expressions are built from function ap-plications. Drusilla expressions are similarly constructed



from applications of built-in operators. The operators forma �xed set of combining forms as advocated by Backus [1]in his functional language FP but they combine relationsrather than functions.Lists are central to all functional languages but are notpresent in Drusilla. However, any list of length n can bemodelled in Drusilla as a sequence| a relation between the�rst n natural numbers and the elements of the list. Eachnumber dictates the position of the element related to it inthe sequence. For example the list [10,20,30,40] would berepresented by the relation:{(1,10),(2,20),(3,30),(4,40)}The standard functional language list manipulating op-erations can be de�ned for sequences in Drusilla as shownin Figure 9. The basic construction operation is cons andthe basic destruction operations are hd and tl. De�nitionappend relates a pair of sequences to the sequence that res-ults from appending them and length relates a sequence tothe number of elements it contains. Higher-order operationssuch as filter, foldl, foldr and map can also be de�ned.All de�nitions are polymorphic as in a functional language.hd = [cont](1,_).tl = {({},Unit)} <- tl2.(s) tl2 dom s << [1 +] ; s.(el, seq) cons {(1,el)} \/ inv (inv seq ; [1 +]).(_,t) append {({},t)} \/(hd # (tl ; (_,t)append) ; cons).length = {({},0)} \/ (tl ; length ; [+ 1]).(p,_) filter id @ (hd # (tl ; (p,_)filter) ;(snd @ (fst ; p << cons))).(f,_) map {({},{})} \/(hd ; f # (tl ; (f,_)map) ; cons).(op,x,_) foldr {({},x)} \/(hd # (tl ; (op,x,_)foldr) ; op).(op,x,_) foldl {({},x)} \/(hd ; (x,_)op # tl ; (op,_,_)foldl).(x) id x.(x,y) fst x.(x,y) snd y.Figure 9: List operations de�ned for sequencesAll Drusilla expressions are evaluated lazily | no subex-pression is evaluated until its value is needed to produce aresult for the whole expression. Compound designations arelazily evaluated in the same way as function applicationsin a functional language | each operator is evaluated be-fore the relation(s) it manipulates and those relations areonly evaluated as much as the operator requires. At the im-plementation level, Drusilla inherits laziness from Miranda.Relational laziness permits non-strict de�nitions, e.g. fstand snd in Figure 9 are non-strict in their second and �rstarguments respectively. It also allows manipulation of in�n-ite data structures, e.g. nats and squares in Figure 10.4.3 Non-determinism and Relational AbstractionReasoning about non-determinism is di�cult in functionallanguages because their underlying mathematical model canonly describe deterministic (functional) relationships. A

nats = {(Unit,0)} \/ (nats ; [+ 1]).squares = inv nats << sq.(n) sq n * n.Figure 10: Examples of in�nite relational data structuresfunctional program might represent a non-deterministic com-putation by lazily generating a list of results [25]. For ex-ample, in Figure 11 perms returns all possible permuta-tions of a given list and insert returns all possible non-deterministic insertions of an element into a list.However, Drusilla is based on relations, which may de-note non-functional relationships and hence have potentialto describe non-deterministic (search based) computations.Figure 11 shows how perm may be viewed as a relationbetween two sequences. Similarly insert is a relation betweena pair (x,s) and a sequence t which is generated by non-deterministically inserting element x into sequence s. Thispermits reasoning about the permutation and insert rela-tionships without the need to map over lists. At the imple-mentation level the Drusilla interpreter exploits a lazy listtechnique explained by Wadler [25] to handle non-determinism,but the relational abstraction permits lists of alternatives tobe hidden from the programmer.perms [] = [[]]perms (h:t) =concat (map (insert h) (perms t))insert x [] = [[x]]insert x (h:t) =(x : h : t) : map (h :) (insert x t)perm = {({},{})} \/ (hd # (tl ; perm) ; insert).(x,_) insert (x,_)cons \/(hd # (tl ; (x,_)insert) ; cons).Figure 11: Permutations solutions in Miranda (upper) andDrusilla (lower)This simplicity together with higher-order, polymorphicrelations permits concise de�nition of some non-deterministicprograms. For example, perm could be de�ned more con-cisely as the fold right (foldr in Figure 9) of non-deterministicinsert: perm = (insert,{},_)foldrA more substantial example is the Drusilla solution to the8-queens problem presented in Figure 12.4.4 Logic Aspects of DrusillaIn Prolog relationships between objects are expressed usingpredicate calculus (a form of relational calculus) and a ruleof inference deduces new relationships from existing ones. Arelational language uses a relational algebra not a relationalcalculus and new relationships are constructed from existingones by algebraic operations. The presence of operations fordirect construction of new relationships means that object



queens = [- 1] ; queens # newQueen -> attack; relAdd @ {(0,{})}.newQueen = colPositions ; [cont](n) colPositions {(n,1),(n,2),(n,3),(n,4),(n,5),(n,6),(n,7),(n,8)}.(_,pos) attack [cont] ; (_,pos)check.(r,(x,y)) relAdd r \/ {(x,y)}.((i,_),(m,n)) check {(n,Unit)} \/([- n] ; {(i-m,Unit)} \/ {(m-i,Unit)}).Figure 12: Drusilla solution to eight queensnames are used less in construction of expressions. Arguablythis also clari�es the logic of relationships in a program.No rule of inference is present in Drusilla but such rulesmay be regarded as implementation mechanisms rather thanas conceptual features. The conceptual feature is the abil-ity to express relationships between objects at a high levelwhile relying upon the system to assimilate them. The in-ference rule is just one assimilation technique for establish-ing whether relationships hold, while reduction, as used byDrusilla, is another.Relation level negation in Drusilla is not negation-as-failure as found in Prolog. Instead the complement of arelation, like the inverse, may be represented as a character-istic function. Evaluation uses standard laws of relations:x (neg r) y , :x r yx (inv r) y , y r xA Drusilla version of a typical logic program for inferringancestral relationships in a family tree is shown in Figure 13.parent = {("Drusus","Germanicus"),("Antonia","Germanicus"),("Germanicus","Caligula"),("Agrippina","Caligula"),("Germanicus","Drusilla"),("Agrippina","Drusilla")}.male = {("Drusus",Unit),("Germanicus",Unit),("Claudius",Unit),("Caligula",Unit)}.female = neg male.father = male << parent.mother = female << parent.grandfather = father ; parent.parentCouple = parent ; inv parent \ id.sibling = inv parent ; parent \ id.sister = female << sibling.uncle = (brother ; parent) \/(parentCouple ; sister ; parent).Figure 13: Ancestors Program in Drusilla5 Related Work5.1 Related Relational Language WorkM�oller [19] suggests a programming style based on n-ary,heterogeneous relations. Sets are treated as unary relationsand tuples are used to denote relation elements. M�oller'smain concern is with algebraic properties of relations. Hisapproach allows code to be kept symmetric and hence avoids

heavy use of the relation inverse. Also his join operation canbe used to express the concept of relation restriction.Legrand [12] uses n-ary rather than binary relations. An-ary function f may be de�ned as a (n + 1)� ary relationR such that:R = f(x1; x2; : : : ; xn; y) j y = f(x1; x2; : : : ; xn)gLegrand notes that relations are more general than func-tions because they associate a possibly in�nite set of valuesto their arguments and proposes GREL, which is the devel-opment of a functional language, GRAAL, towards relations.He uses set-valued functions to model relations. The resultof applying such a function is a stream of values returnedone at a time to the calling relation/function. Special formsand functions are included to build non-functional relations.The most important of these is the union construct, whichapplies a number of functions to given arguments and col-lects their multiple results. Legrand compromises relationalabstraction by �xing relation representations as set-valuedfunctions. Ideally the programmer should be permitted toreason about relationships and not have to consider the mul-tiple results.Ruby [24] is a language based on binary relations, de-signed for use in describing hardware algorithms and cir-cuits. A Ruby circuit description is a binary relation betweensignals. Circuit descriptions in Ruby are built up hierarch-ically using operators that form a relational algebra. Allthe Ruby operators are either present in Drusilla or easilyde�nable. Sheeran and Jones [24, 11] uses Ruby to specifyhardware algorithms for buttery networks of chips. Rubyis associated with a collection of transformation rules basedon algebraic laws over relational expressions. Rossen [21, 20]describes a framework based on the Isabelle theorem proverthat allows a Ruby circuit description that is ine�cient oreven impossible to implement to be transformed using theserules in a provably correct way. Ruby was designed as adomain speci�c language for high-level circuit descriptions,not as a general programming language. Also Ruby is notfully relational since tuples and lists are used as the basicdata structure. The operators used in Ruby appear to bepowerful and widely applicable to relations and would there-fore be useful in any relational programming language. Alsoalgebraic laws could similarly be used to derive e�cient al-gorithms for a full programming language.5.2 Related Representation Selection WorkAn overview of representation selection up to 1978 is givenby Low [13]. He observes that automatic data structure se-lection should allow the programmer to use abstract objectsdenoted by abstract data types without concern for theirunderlying representation. The data structures for imple-menting them should be chosen automatically from a num-ber of alternative representations. Selection decisions shouldbe based on information gathered from static analysis or theuser. In Drusilla the programmer sees relations but not theirrepresentations. A relation typically has several possiblerepresentations which are found using typed representationanalysis.In the 1970's much work on automatic data structureselection was undertaken for implementation of the SETLlanguage. Schwartz [23] and Schonenberg [22] describe thesame compiler optimisations to allow selection of appropri-ate data structures for abstract objects, such as sets andmappings, in SETL programs. The SETL designers did not



consider computable functions as representations. Despiteits `very high level' aspirations the SETL language is verymuch imperative | a factor that complicates the analysisof programs. Consequently, a wide variety of analysis tech-niques is required | Schwartz [23] describes nine di�erenttypes of analysis used by the compiler.Paige [4] introduces a declarative, set-theoretic, high-level, programming language named SQ2+ (set queries with�xed points). Subtypings (type containments) are inferredfrom SQ2+ queries in a �rst-order, parametric, monomorphicsubtyping theory. Type variables occurring in SQ2+ subtyp-ings are uniquely interpreted as �nite universal sets calledbases which are, in principle, the same as in SETL. Theyare used to create aggregate data structures that avoid datareplication and implement logical, associative access oper-ations. This work adds type theory to the SETL basingapproach to representation selection by establishing a linkbetween monomorphic subtypes and representations. Ourwork identi�es a similar link between (ad-hoc and paramet-ric) polymorphic types and representation.5.3 The Haskell Type Class SystemType classes [26] are an extension to the traditional Milnertype system and have been included in the language Haskell[9]. They subsume many uses of ad-hoc polymorphism andenhance the expressive power of a polymorphic language.Would it be possible to use type classes to implement the ad-hoc polymorphism of Drusilla operators? A class Relationcould be de�ned and contain a member function for eachrelational operator. Each instance of this class would applyto a particular representation and contain those operatorfunctions that return results of that representation. Whena class instance is de�ned its type is substituted for the typevariable associated with that class. If this instance is of poly-morphic type then it becomes monomorphic when its typeis substituted for the class type variable. i.e. it must denotethe same instance of that polymorphic type at each occur-rence of the class type variable. If ad-hoc polymorphismis used to hide relation representations behind the operat-ors that process them then the parametric polymorphism ofthose operators is lost. So Haskell type classes could be usedto implement operator ad-hoc polymorphism but parametricpolymorphism would be lost in the process.6 ConclusionOur new implementation techniques for relational program-ming allow Drusilla to have many desirable aspects of func-tional and logic languages: polymorphism, higher-order re-lations, lazy evaluation, non-determinism, reasoning aboutentity relationships. This is signi�cant since Hudak [10] ob-serves that previous functional-logic integrations have notbeen entirely satisfactory in the context of higher-order de�n-itions and lazy evaluation.The success of the more sophisticated implementationis due to typed representation inference which widens therepresentation bottleneck. The analysis better preservesrelation abstraction and consequently simpli�es reasoningabout relationships and non-determinism. Typed represent-ation inference is based on Milner type inference and maybe used as a general mechanism for implementing ad-hocpolymorphism in programming languages.Algebraic manipulation can be used to transform expres-sions that have no representation into mathematically equi-
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